WHAT MAKES IT LEGIT?
Teaching digital verification to spark news literacy learning

Thursday, Nov. 19, 2020
7:00 p.m – 8:30 p.m. ET
Register to receive the Zoom Link

Using recent examples of social media rumors and misinformation, John Silva and Miriam Romais from the News Literacy Project will dive into the tools and skills LIS professionals need to verify the authenticity of information and ideas.
• How do we develop critical observation skills to determine the original context of information and ideas?
• How do we create engaging fact-checked activities that empower students to investigate and debunk viral content?

Learn how to use:
• Reverse image searches to determine authenticity of photos and video
• Archivers to explore deleted or changed content
• Google Street View to confirm locations

SPEAKER: JOHN SILVA
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR THE NEWS LITERACY PROJECT

SPEAKER: MIRIAM ROMAIS
SENIOR MANAGER OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR THE NEWS LITERACY PROJECT

Questions? Contact connie.pascal@rutgers.edu
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